
An LSEG Business

Project and financing agreements are at the heart of structuring every 
infrastructure transaction. The agreements contain information on terms, risks, 
pricing and more.

For years, infrastructure professionals have struggled to find actionable information on prior transactions. 
Now, in a major breakthrough, Infraclear has meticulously collected thousands of project and financing 
agreements from around the world – and is putting them at your fingertips. 

Key features
 – Infraclear gives you access to: 

 – Agreements across a range of sectors, including power, transport, water and sanitation, 
telecommunications, mining, agriculture and social infrastructure 

 – Agreements across developed and emerging markets 
 – The ability to query comparable agreements in a particular country, region or sector 
 – The ability to search for projects done by a particular sponsor or lender 

 – Documents have been made machine-readable and you can search the full text 
 – New project documents are constantly being added and the database is growing rapidly

Benefits
 – Gain extraordinary visibility into the structure and details of thousands of projects 
 – Rapidly assess the bankability of a deal by comparing it to similar deals
 – Gain negotiating leverage by analysing terms to which your counterparties have previously agreed 
 – Understand deal terms when entering new markets 

By having hard-to-find information at your fingertips, you can transform the way you develop projects, 
structure financing, conduct due diligence and manage risk. Infraclear can help every investor, developer, 
lender, legal adviser, technical adviser, government, construction company or insurer.

ACCESS INFRACLEAR VIA 
INFRASTRUCTURE 360
 A searchable database of infrastructure agreements
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Access Infraclear via Infrastructure 360

Search for critical information buried in infrastructure contracts – classified by sector, agreement type and 
participant information. 

Save time and money with Infraclear data via Infrastructure 360 – your one-stop-shop for global infrastructure 
investing.

For more information, contact your Refinitiv account representative.
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Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in revenue, over 
40,000 customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide information, insights and 
technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform with best-in-class data and expertise, 
we connect people to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.
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